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Tufext is our brand new web based application where the users will be able to
check and investigate old & freshly created tokens contracts. In case the user
not familiar with the solidity language tufext will help the users to find the
best way to investigate the possible outcome, tricks and rules on the tokens.
The site will be available for the eth and bsc network at the beginning.

Feature list: 

Contract simulator: 
The site will automatically generate possible outcome simulation for each of
the tokens deployed on the eth and bsc network. User will be able to check
possible buy & sell tax on the tokens, deadblocks and some useful data about
the tokens and the contract creator. 

Contract analyser: 
Token holders will be able to check token holders buy and sell positions and
the profit of each holders made on the token. With the following feature users
can easily determine who`s are the great wallets to follow and track for early
positions.

Introduction

What is Tufext ?

The TUF team has been in the defi world for more than 1.5years. We are
providing special applications to end users to be able to enter quick as
possible to tokens on the bsc and eth network.
Now we have decided to touch a new direction as well where we are helping
users to discover potential scams & honeypots with our simulators on both
chains.
Our new web based application will provide super easy access to all the
possible outcomes where the users also can deeper analyse token contracts
and wallet performances.
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Wallet Analyser: 

This powerful function will be able to analyse deeper the wallet address about
his/her performance. Token holder will be able to track performance and
check positions in tokens. In case you have favorite wallets but you are not
sure how they are performing, the following feature will be your best friend to
see worth or not to track the selected wallet.

(The above mentioned features will be the following during release, but we already
prepared with a great road map how we would like to extend the list of the features and

how we would like to boost up the site with useful analyser features.)

What is Tufext ?
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TUF Token
The TUF token was launched on November 25, 2022 with max supply of
1,000,000,000 (1billion) tokens.

The purpose of the token will be granted tiers to be able to access to the
Tufext site to use the available features.

following: 

Name: TUF 
Symbol: TUF 
Supply: 1,000,000,000
Contractaddress: 0x6f8b23296394d20ec048fbdec8ebc0ca90f5c8f1 
Network: ETH

BUY & SELL TAX    

Remaining    

Buy and Sell transactions will be charged with 5% each distributed the

5%

95%

LP 1%
 
4% Marketing & Team
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Major Benefits

High Compatibility

TUF will be compatible with
more mainstream VMs in the
future.

Finding successful wallets

You can check wallet performance

and roi on each tokens.

Low Cost

Contract investigation

Easy check on token holders, 

positions & profits

Development costs are reduced, and 
developers can focus on the logic 
development of their contract code.
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Road Map

To be determined dependant on outcomes
and developing strategic direction

Token launch on Ethereum network Initial liquidity 
lock for a 6 month period to be extended further on 
market cap milestones 
Utility release ETA to be provided 48 hours after 
launch (beta) 
Full Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network integration 
beta
 Community based voting to establish andimplement
recommended feature improvements
 Full analysis provision of the dynamics of successful 
launches over preceding hour /24 hour time periods
Checksum analyser function 

Complex analysis of wallets

Mobile view integration

Extending our analyser with new chains

Voting system for tokens holders to assist 

in guiding the function integration path

Profile of most successful wallets to assist 
other users on the platform
Unique alerting function

•NFT collection release

•Additional utilities and tools for token holders 

•Marketing campaigns

•Establishment of key partnerships congruent with 
the direction of the project

1st Phase

4th Phase

2nd Phase

3rd Phase
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Legal Disclaimer

TUF token created to enable user entrance with specific gateway to our 
application. TUF users or token holders should know and consider that this is 
not financial advise and the token do not represent any claim for repayment. 
Users should not expect any retunr of investment or work to provide value to 
their holdings. Total loss of the value of the tokens or any investment due to 
various causes cannot be excluded. There is no guarantee that the buyers for 
tokens will be available or that they can will be willing to pay the price paid by 
the token holder at the acquisitions of the token. Tuf team currently are 
anonymous, based on their willingnes they can chaing their mind, but cannot 
be forced.

Socials

https://t.me/TUFTokenPortal

https://tufext.com/ 

https://discord.com/invite/bYATyrgYXG

https://t.me/TUFTokenPortal
https://tufext.com/
https://discord.com/invite/bYATyrgYXG



